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LIFESTYLE FEATURES

Fitness fusion
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AS children, we had no inhibitions. Learning to crawl, climb and walk were second nature
and all part of the development process.
22 January 2013 | GENEVIEVE VIEIRA

However, as soon as adolescence kicked in, so did “the fear”. Fear of our physical environment
and fear of fitting in.
Visiting a Nia class (Nia is a fitness technique that fuses many different types of movement) is
perhaps a way of combating that fear, in that it requires a return to this childlike state, where
any form of inhibitions will only serve to hold you back.
Created by Debbie and Carlos Rosas, this “dancercise” is based on the five stages of human
development embryonic, creeping, crawling, standing and walking – and you will literally find
yourself crawling on the floor at times.
Originally called Neuromuscular Integrative Action, Nia has, for over 25 years, been an
internationally acclaimed practice that conditions the body, mind and emotions, but is only
starting to make headway in South Africa now, after being brought to the country by black belt
trainer Kathy Wolstenholme.
Made up of a dynamic blend of dance and martial arts movements, the exercises require
participants to move rhythmically and sporadically across a room, at times breaking out into a
manic freestyle routine. Needless to say, it’s not uncommon to feel out of place in your first
class.
There are only 52 moves in the Nia experience and each one is repeated on three various levels,
increasing in intensity and speed.
There’s a strong focus on the hands, which allows the body to follow suit with grace and fluidity
at least for those who have been practising the regimen for a couple of months.
Nia is unlike many forms of exercise in that it’s based on the principle of having fun. It’s not that
having fun should be a foreign concept to most people, but the point is that Nia is a workout a
concept usually regarded as good, rather than fun.
What’s great is that the activity is adaptable to every level of fitness, every age and body type,
which means no more intimidating trainer standing over you and pushing you beyond your means.
In Swahili, “nia” means “with purpose” – a good name for an experience that hopefully results in
health, well-being and self-love.
Nia attempts to create conscious awareness of the sensation of movement by continuously
drawing your mind’s attention to what your body is doing.
It is as healing for the mind as it is for the body, allowing one to escape from daily troubles, be
it only for an hour.
Should you prefer a very intense and vigorous workout, give Nia a skip it may not be for you. But
it’s a great excuse to get together with friends and have fun, while receiving a friendly health
boost.
Benefits of Nia:

Enables weight loss and proper weight maintenanceStrengthens muscles and improves muscle
tone
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Calms the mind and relieves stress
Heightens sexual function
Increases mobility and flexibility
Improves stamina and vitality
Strengthens immunity and organ function
Alleviates emotional problems, including depression and anxiety
Better circulation and postural postural alignment
For more information on the Nia Technique and trainers in your area visit www.niagp.co.za.
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